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ARTICLE FOR THE AUSTRALIAN BOOK REVIEW. 

By Don Dunstan. 

Of all the problems that will confront Australia 
during the coming decade, I suppose the future design and 
functions of our cities will he the most pressing. At the 
moment, looking at them, it's possible to despair. They 
seem hell-bent on creating of themselves replicas of Los 
Angeles: endless sprawl, tangled free-ways, social isolation, 
architectural murder, and mushrooming pollution. The problems 
are known; the solutions are available; but politically and 
economically there seems to be a principle of inertia operating 
that effectively stops or slows any dynamic approach to planning 
and change. 

Ue are, of course, the most urban of developed 
countries, and we are likely to become more so. Thus the 
management of the urban environment must come to the political 
forefront, but it seems to me that there are two major obstacles 
to overcome before we do get effective work done. The first 
of these is the very nature of the Federal system and the 
second is the existing budgetary structure within which monies 
are allocated for specific purposes. Taking both points 
together, in this Federal system urban development, redevelopment 
and planning are the responsibility of the States and if anything 
is painfully clear in Australian politics it is that the States 
already have insufficient funds to cope with their traditional 
responsibilities in education, health and industrial development. 
These traditional areas already require a growing expenditure 
which is not at the moment available. There is certainly no 
adequate monies available for urban renewal or for public 
transport developments. The United States and Canada have 
solved a similar situation through the involvement of the Central 
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Government in grants for urban renewal, but the pleas of 
Hew South Uales, Victoria and South Australia at the 1967 
Premiers Conference for the Commonwealth to discuss a 
similar arrangement was ignored and still is being ignored. 
The problem is that urban renewal involves some writing-off 
of the cost of urban renewal land. Building costs in 
Australia and elsewhere are such that the kinds of dwelling 
units required in redevelopment cannot be provided at a 
reasonable price or rent if the interest charges on the cost 
of the urban renewal land are included. But no State 
Government can afford to write off the cost of the land, and 
so we have now got our present unsatisfactory development of 
housing and inevitable tendency to urban sprawl. 

Of course in many of the overseas urban renewal 
schemes held up as examples to follow in Australia by architects 
and town planners, what is being offered is a style of apart-
ment living that would be quite unacceptable to the average 
Australian. Frenchmen and Italians have for centuries lived 
in what we v/ould call high-density conditions, and have 
developed a style and social temperament suited to it. It 
does not, however, follow that the same can be done for 
Australia. We cannot, tomorrow, say 'thus far, no further, 
in future we rebuild existing development'. But on the other 
hand it is necessary to control, direct or slow the sprawl. 
Furthermore it is becoming clear that quite significant sections 
of the population want to live in urban environments rather 
than suburban estates. I don't think anyone should decry the 
desire of the average Australian family to own a cottage with 
a piece of land around it. But certainly a much wider choice 
in living conditions should now be offered in our cities. 
Unfortunately it is cheaper for developers and for Housing 
Trusts and Commissions to buy land on the fringe of the 
metropolitan areas and to divide and develop it for cottages 
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than it is to provide a balanced integrated redevelopment 
project. However, what we must seek is an economic way 
of redeveloping which will involve different styles of 
houses for a cross-section of income and age groups, which 
would be, I. believe, the only satisfactory kind of redevelop-
ment • 

The economic factors loom very large in making 
changes of the kind needed. For instance,while the community 
is paying interest on the public services and facilities 
in the declining areas of our cities, none of the costs of 
extended water, sewers, fuel, transport, school and recreation 
facilities are chargeable to the budgets of Housing Commissions 
or Trusts, and very few are chargeable to private developers. 
On the other hand, where Housing Commissions or Trusts or 
Co-operative Building Societies have undertaken redevelopment 
projects, there has been a painful lack of planning. Nobody 
could call the development of Debney's tleadows or Carlton 
in Melbourne a satisfactory one, where what has been thrown 
up is a large number of high-rise units for low income group 
families and without adequate community facilities. Such 
planning has proved a social disaster elsewhere, and I believe 
it is likely to be whenever it is repeated on a similar scale 
in Australia. 

Uhat is clearly needed is a redevelopment area 
that provides a cross-section of the community, much as a 
small country town does. Without this very real social 
problems arise from a concentration of one income and age 
group in a confined area. Furthermore, high rise develop-
ment for low-income families (that is, above three or four 
storey wa^kups) have proved unsuccessful everywhere except in 
Singapore, where family structure and discipline are very 
much tighter than is ever likely to be the case in Australia. 
T7e need redevelopment schemes that build integrated communities 
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though providing a wide range of choice, (modern terrace 
houses, walk-up flats, high-rise apartments, parks, community 
facilities,creches, libraries, coffee-lounges and schools.) 

Under the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement 
money is available for housing development within the States 
but because of the way in which we charge our costs, decisions 
are made as to the expenditure of that money in isolation 
rather than in a way which takes into account all the costs 
of development involved. In effect this means that as we 
continue to go in for urban sprawl without satisfactory 
redevelopment of areas of urban life, we are also committing 
ourselves to one form of transport movement. Thus, tied up 
with our development problems is the whole matter of urban 
transport. Money is available to the States under the 
Commonwealth Aid Grant system and from their revenues on motor 
car registrations and road maintenance contributions taxes 
for transport and roads. But under the Constitution, road 
maintenance contributions must go specifically to road main-
tenance work. The Commonwealth Government requires that 
Commonwealth aid road grants also be spent on highways develop-
ment, so that the impoverishment to the States has then meant 
that the States have not had money to spend on updating their 
obsolete transport systems. The result is that the plans 
for transport development in Australian cities have been as 
highway-oriented as those in most cities in the United States 
where Federal money has also been available for super highways 
but not for other transport facilities. It is absurd that 
Australia, a country which was first in the British speaking 
world to have State-owned railways, should now have such an 
obsolescent public transport system and that the plans for 
Australia's cities nowhere include the acquisition of the 
necessary rights-of-way to provide for the new technologies 
in public transit now evident and all of vfoich will require 
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separate rights-of-way from the roads on which private motor 
cars for the most part run. This pattern of urban develop-
ment is being forced upon us by these budgetary rules, without 
any Government or group of governments looking at the whole 

/ 

question of whether we have got our priorities straight. 
The developmental patterns of our cities and patterns and 
modes of movement within them, is a tangle of absurdities that 
needs cutting at to clear. 

!7e need a concerted onslaught by Federal and State 
Governments on the whole of this problem. But as we are going, 
we will have a future determined for us in a way which will 
lead to distinctly unpleasant results. The jamming up of 
cities with private motor car transport and with 25% of the 
people unable to move adequately because they cannot afford 
a private motor car, is a pattern already evident in Los 
Angeles * The United States in fact has numerous examples 
of the kind of disasters we could avoid here. And the fact 
is that if we do not act quickly, we'll be singing the 
"Hullo, Carbon monoxide" song from "Hair" through the gasmasks 
now worn on summer's days on Sunset Boulevard. 
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